Adventure and its Ancestors

ELIZA

Adventure created in "spare time"

Crowther:

"People enjoy [Adventure]...Because it's exactly the kind of thing that computer programmers do. They're struggling with an obstinate system that can do what you want but only if you can figure out the right thing to say to it." (qtd. in Mowbray 95)
Adventure and its Ancestors
literary machines
Montfort: "The term is appropriated here to unite two ideas, that of an assembled text as literary and that of the computer as a machine that manipulates symbols."
Oulipo and
100,000,000,000,000 Poems
Spacewar!
ELIZA
Adventure
created in "spare time"
Collaboration between two people who hadn't met each other.
Crowther:

"People enjoy [Adventure]...Because it's exactly the kind of thing that computer programmers do. They're struggling with an obstinate system that can do what you want but only if you can figure out the right thing to say to it." (qtd. in Montfort 93)